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(54) A DAMPING STRUT

(57) A magneto-rheological strut is disclosed com-
prising a housing tube, a damper body tube, and a bear-
ing assembly disposed between the housing tube and
the damper body tube. The bearing assembly comprises
a bearing sleeve, with two integral annular bearings with-
in the bearing sleeve and bearing against the damper
body tube, and two internal annular seals abutting the
radially external surface of the damper body tube and
defining a fluid-tight internal lubricant chamber between
the internal annular seals. The bearing assembly further
comprises two external annular seals abutting the inter-
nal surface of the housing tube and defining an external
lubricant chamber between the external annular seals
and the housing tube. The bearing sleeve further com-
prises a number of radial channels passing through its
wall and joining the internal lubricant chamber with the
external lubricant chamber.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The invention relates to a damping strut, in par-
ticular to a magneto-rheological monotube strut suitable
to be used in automotive McPherson suspension sys-
tems and a bearing assembly for the strut.

Background of the invention

[0002] A damping strut of this type that may function
as part of a vehicle suspension’s load bearing structure
is disclosed in the publication US 5,984,060. The load
bearing assembly is responsible for proper guiding, side
load transfer and damper heat transfer and dissipation,
while ensuring as low friction as possible and to this end
a quantity of oil is carried between a damper body tube
and a bearing sleeve thereby providing lubrication be-
tween annular bearings and the damper body tube.
[0003] Typically, Teflon® coated bronze bearings on
a steel substrate, also called DU bushings, are employed
as annular bearings and are press fit into a machined
steel bearing sleeve which increases the weight of the
bearing assembly. The bearing sleeve in turn is inserted
into a housing tube and the latter is crimped inside at a
few points over its perimeter to secure the bearing sleeve
in place. Unfortunately, this crimping process may cause
the bearing sleeve to deflect and thus increase friction
between the annular bearings and the damper body tube.
Also, the DU bushings create an unpleasant noise as the
damper body tube moves in the strut which is audible
even in the passenger compartment.
[0004] An object of the present invention is to provide
a damping strut devoid of the aforementioned drawbacks
and featuring: reduced production costs and reduced to-
tal weight of the strut; exclusion of the possibility of a
deflection of the bearing sleeve during damper assembly
that could adversely increase friction; improved heat dis-
sipation; reduced risk of misassembly and problems with
tolerances stack-up between assembled components;
and reduced noise generated during strut operation.

Summary of the invention

[0005] The strut comprises a housing tube, a damper
body tube, and a bearing assembly disposed between
the housing tube and the damper body tube. The bearing
assembly comprises a bearing sleeve, which is provided
with two annular bearings within the bearing sleeve and
bearing against the damper body tube, and two internal
annular seals abutting the radially external surface of the
damper body tube and defining a fluid-tight internal lu-
bricant chamber filled with lubricating oil between said
internal annular seals.
[0006] Therefore, a damping strut according to the
present invention features annular bearings that are in-
tegral with the bearing sleeve; the bearing assembly fur-

ther comprising two external annular seals abutting an
internal surface of the housing tube and defining an ex-
ternal lubricant chamber between the external annular
seals and the housing tube; and the bearing sleeve fur-
ther comprising a number of, at least two, radial channels
passing through its wall and joining the internal lubricant
chamber with the external lubricant chamber.
[0007] Preferably the external surface of the bearing
sleeve is provided, between the external annular seals,
with an annular recess having a diameter that is smaller
than the internal diameter of the housing tube.
[0008] Preferably the internal surface of the bearing
sleeve is provided between the internal annular seals
with an annular recess having an internal diameter that
is greater than the external diameter of the damper body
tube. The annular recesses additionally increase heat
transfer and dissipation in the strut.
[0009] The bearing sleeve is preferably further provid-
ed with at least one auxiliary annular bearing disposed
between the annular bearings and bearing against the
damper body tube. Preferably the auxiliary annular bear-
ing is provided with a number of, preferably equiangularly
spaced, axial channels allowing for a lubricant flow. The
auxiliary annular bearing additionally improves the guid-
ing properties of the bearing sleeve.
[0010] Radially external outlets of the at least two radial
channels are preferably coupled with at least one axial
cross-flow channel. Radially external outlets of the at
least two radial channels are preferably coupled with at
least one annular cross-flow channel. The cross-flow
channels, similarly to the annular recesses, additionally
increase heat transfer and dissipation.
[0011] Preferably, the bearing sleeve is assembled
from at least two axial pieces. Such axial pieces are more
feasible for mass-production technologies, like injection
moulding processes, than integral cylindrical parts.
[0012] Preferably each of the axial pieces is provided
at its surface adjacent to the surface of the neighbouring
axial piece with locking means matching each other.
Locking means facilitate a process of assembling the
pieces to form a complete body of the bearing sleeve.
[0013] Preferably the bearing sleeve is made of plastic,
preferably polyethylene, preferably in an injection mould-
ing process. This reduces the total weight of the bearing
assembly.

Brief description of the drawings

[0014] The invention shall be described and explained
below in connection with the attached drawings in which:

figure Fig. 1 illustrates a monotube strut assembly
provided with an embodiment of a bearing assembly
according to the present invention in a schematic
axonometric view with a partial cross-section;

figure Fig. 2 illustrates the strut shown in figure Fig.
1 in an axial cross-sectional view;
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figure Fig. 3A illustrates the bearing assembly ac-
cording to the present invention in an enlarged axial
cross-sectional view of figure Fig. 1 and figure Fig.
3B shows a cross-sectional view of the bearing as-
sembly according to the present invention alone;

figure Fig. 4 illustrates the bearing assembly accord-
ing to the present invention as shown in figure Fig.
1 in an axonometric view;

figure Fig. 5 illustrates a half piece of another em-
bodiment of a bearing assembly according to the
present invention in an axonometric view with an en-
largement of the locking means; and

figures Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C show a half piece of a
yet another embodiment of a bearing assembly ac-
cording to the present invention in a side view, figure
Fig. 6A, a front view, figure Fig. 6B, and a perpen-
dicular side view, figure Fig. 6C.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments

[0015] Figures Figs. 1 and 2 present an embodiment
of a magneto-rheological monotube damper assembly 1
according to the present invention and suitable to be used
in automotive McPherson suspension systems. It com-
prises a housing tube 2, a monotube damper 3 compris-
ing a damper body tube 33 filed with a working liquid,
closed at one end and disposed slidably within the hous-
ing tube 2, a magneto-rheological piston assembly 34
disposed slidably within the monotube damper body tube
33, and connected with a piston rod 31 led outside the
damper 3 through a sealed piston rod guide 32 and fixed
at its other end to a bracket 21 fixed at a first end of the
housing tube 2. At its other end the damper 3 is provided
with a connecting projection 35 adapted to be connected
to the sprung mass of the vehicle. Electromagnetic coils
inside the piston assembly 34 are powered by an elec-
tronic control unit (not shown) through a cable 25 and
generate heat during damper operation. A bearing as-
sembly 4 is disposed at a second end of the housing tube
2, between the housing tube 2 and the damper body tube
33. A spring seat 23 is fixed to the outside of the housing
tube 2 adjacent the second end. At the first end, the hous-
ing tube 2 is also provided with a bracket 24 with suitable
openings for connection to the unsprung mass of the ve-
hicle at a location such as a steering knuckle (not shown).
[0016] As shown in figures Figs. 3A, 3B and 4 the bear-
ing assembly 4 comprises a bearing sleeve 41 which in
this embodiment is made of polyethylene in an injection
moulding process, two internal annular seals 42 abutting
the surface of the damper body tube 33, which has an
external diameter DI, and two external annular seals 43
abutting the internal surface of the housing tube 2, which
has an internal diameter DE.
[0017] Each of the internal annular seals 42 has a form
of an elastomeric radial shaft seal, also known as a lip

seal, and is provided with a garter spring 421 to compen-
sate for seal wear and elastomer material changes. The
seals 42 are pressed inside annular recesses 411 at the
ends of the bearing sleeve 41 and define an internal lu-
bricant chamber 51 between the seals 42 and the damper
body tube 33.
[0018] The external annular seals 43 have a form of
O-ring seals and are disposed in annular grooves 412 in
the bearing sleeve 41 and define an external lubricant
chamber 52 between the seals 43 and the tube 2.
[0019] The bearing sleeve 41 is tightly pushed inside
the housing tube 2 until a retaining ring 417 provided at
the end of the bearing sleeve 41 engages a retaining
annular recess 22 provided at the end of the housing
tube 2. No crimping of the tube 2 inside is therefore nec-
essary to secure the bearing sleeve 41 in place.
[0020] The bearing sleeve 41 is further provided with
two annular bearings 414 and an auxiliary annular bear-
ing 415, which is located in the middle of the bearing
sleeve 41, all having an internal diameter corresponding
to the external diameter DI of the damper body tube 33
and surfaces shaped as an orange peel, being textured
or pebbled, to lower the friction coefficient between the
bearings 414, 415 and the damper body tube 33. The
auxiliary annular bearing 415 is also provided with a plu-
rality, preferably at least twenty, equiangularly spaced
axial channels 4151 allowing for a lubricant flow and im-
proved cooling. Between each annular bearing 414 and
the auxiliary annular bearing 415 the internal surface of
the bearing sleeve 41 is provided with an annular recess
having an internal diameter dI which is greater that the
external diameter DI of the damper body tube 33.
[0021] Similarly the external surface of the bearing
sleeve 41 is provided with an annular recess having an
external diameter dE which is smaller than the internal
diameter DE of the housing tube 2.
[0022] The bearing sleeve 41 further comprises a plu-
rality of, preferably at least forty, oval shaped radial chan-
nels 413 passing through its wall and disposed equian-
gularly in a plurality of, preferably four, annular sections
pairwise symmetrical with regard to the auxiliary annular
bearing 415 and with an angular phase shift. The chan-
nels 413 join the internal lubricant chamber 51 with the
external lubricant chamber 52 so that a fluid-tight com-
bined lubricant chamber, comprising chambers 51 and
52, is defined between the internal damper body tube 33
and the external housing tube 2 and which is sealed in-
ternally with the annular seals 42 and externally with the
annular seals 43.
[0023] Liquid oil lubricant is flowing within the com-
bined lubricant chamber lubricating the internal annular
bearings 414 and 415 while the damper 3 is in motion.
[0024] As shown in figure Fig. 4 radially external outlets
of the radial channels 413 that lie on the same line parallel
to the axis A of the bearing sleeve 41 are additionally
coupled with axial cross-flow channels 416a which form
a kind of a labyrinth for the lubricant and improve heat
dissipation.
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[0025] Another embodiment of a bearing assembly 4
according to the present invention is shown in figure Fig.
5. In this embodiment the bearing sleeve 41 is assembled
from two half pieces 41 b. To facilitate assembly of the
sleeve 41 each half piece 41 b is provided at its surface
adjacent to the surface of the second half piece 41 b with
locking means 44 shaped in the vicinity of the annular
grooves 412. In this embodiment these locking means
44 comprise a pair of cylindrical locking projections 441
matching a pair of appropriate locking holes 442 sym-
metrical with respect to the sleeve axis A, as well as with
respect to the surface parallel to the axis A and passing
the middle of the internal annular bearing 415. Thanks
to such a shaping each two half pieces 41 b shall lock
together regardless of their orientation before the assem-
bly.
[0026] Furthermore the locking means 44 also com-
prise a pair of radial sealing projections 443 matching a
pair of appropriate sealing grooves 444 also symmetrical
with respect to the sleeve axis A, as well as with respect
to the surface parallel to the axis A and passing the middle
of the internal annular bearing 414. The projections 443
and the grooves 444 however are shaped at the annular
grooves 412 for the external annular seals 43 in order to
improve sealing of the lubricant chamber 5.
[0027] Yet another embodiment of a bearing assembly
4 according to the present invention is shown in figures
Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C. It is also assembled from two half
pieces 41 c provided with a similar set of locking means
44 in the form of locking projections 441 and locking holes
442, as well as sealing projections 443 and grooves 444.
[0028] After assembling the bearing sleeve 41 c com-
prises a plurality of, preferably thirty-six, oval shaped ra-
dial channels 413 passing through its wall and disposed
equiangularly in a plurality of, preferably six, annular sec-
tions pairwise symmetrical with regard to the internal an-
nular bearing 415 and without an angular phase shift.
[0029] In this embodiment radially external outlets of
the radial channels 413 that lie on the same perimeter
are additionally coupled with annular cross-flow channels
416c which form another kind of a labyrinth improving
lubricant heat dissipation.
[0030] It shall also be obvious for a skilled technician
that although the presented embodiment refers to a
monotube damping strut it may be also applied in other
guide units and dampers designs.
[0031] The above embodiments of the present inven-
tion are therefore merely exemplary. The figures are not
necessarily to scale, and some features may be exag-
gerated or minimized. These and other factors however
should not be considered as limiting the spirit of the in-
vention, the intended scope of protection of which is in-
dicated in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A magneto-rheological monotube damping strut suit-

able to be used in automotive McPherson suspen-
sion systems, comprising:

a housing tube, a damper body tube, and a bear-
ing assembly disposed between said housing
tube and said damper body tube;
said bearing assembly comprising a bearing
sleeve, which is provided with two annular bear-
ings within said bearing sleeve and bearing
against said damper body tube, and two internal
annular seals abutting a radially external surface
of said damper body tube and defining a fluid-
tight internal lubricant chamber between said in-
ternal annular seals, and said annular bearings
being integral with said bearing sleeve;
said bearing assembly further comprising two
external annular seals abutting an internal sur-
face of said housing tube and defining an exter-
nal lubricant chamber between said external an-
nular seals and said housing tube; and
said bearing sleeve further comprising a plurality
of radial channels passing through its wall and
joining said internal lubricant chamber with said
external lubricant chamber.

2. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 1, wherein an external surface of
said bearing sleeve is provided, between said exter-
nal annular seals, with an annular recess having an
external diameter (dE) which is smaller than an in-
ternal diameter (DE) of said housing tube.

3. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein an internal surface
of said bearing sleeve is provided, between said in-
ternal annular seals, with an annular recess having
an internal diameter (dI) which is greater than an
external diameter (DI) of said damper body tube.

4. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 3, wherein said bearing sleeve
is further provided with at least one auxiliary annular
bearing disposed between said annular bearings
and bearing against said damper body tube.

5. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 4, wherein said auxiliary annular
bearing is provided with a plurality of spaced axial
channels allowing for a lubricant flow there through.

6. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to any one of Claims 1 to 5, wherein radi-
ally external outlets of said plurality of radial channels
are coupled with at least one axial cross-flow chan-
nel.

7. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 1, wherein radially external out-
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lets of said plurality of radial channels are coupled
with at least one annular cross-flow channel.

8. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 1, wherein said bearing sleeve
is assembled from at least two axial pieces.

9. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 8, wherein each of said axial piec-
es is provided at its surface adjacent to a surface of
a neighbouring axial piece with a locking means, said
locking means engaging each other.

10. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to any one of Claims 1 to 9, wherein said
bearing sleeve is made from a plastic.

11. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to Claim 10, wherein said bearing sleeve
is made from a polyethylene.

12. The magneto-rheological monotube damping strut
according to any one of Claims 1 to 11, wherein said
bearing sleeve is made by an injection moulding
process.
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